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OVERVIEW
Grounds Krewe Vision:  A carnival season that retains all of its unique culture, entertainment and joy, yet produces 
less waste in our streets and landfills post parade by promoting a culture of environmental and urban stewardship.

Grounds Krewe Mission: To lead by example and lower the environmental impact of Mardi Gras by providing 
recycling opportunities for the parade going public and sustainable throw options to parade riders. 

Grounds Krewe Goals:

⁃ Awareness - inform relevant parties about waste prevention and reduction opportunities.

⁃ Efficiency - seek out products and practices that are affordable, practical and scaleable.

⁃ Effectiveness -  seek out products and practices with the highest waste reduction impact.

⁃ Development - demonstrate success and encourage rapid growth and improvement. 

Sponsor Support Opportunities:

1. “On The Route” Recycling - replicate, improve and scale 2019 program for 2020.

2. Sustainable Throw Marketplace - design and create eco-friendly throws to meet market demand.

3. Future of Mardi Gras Expo - annual event to connect parading community to local vendors and services.  

Why support this effort?

⁃ Mardi Gras waste is a growing problem. 2.4 million pounds of trash was left in the streets last year during 
carnival season. 

⁃ The waste is an environmental and health hazard that costs the city considerable money to collect off streets, 
out of storm drains and dispose of in landfills. 

⁃ Almost all of the waste produced during Mardi Gras is un-recycled. Throws are made of single use disposable 
plastics, imported from abroad and largely unwanted by the parade watchers.

⁃ Mardi Gras waste is a source of embarrassment for the residents and visitors who come to enjoy this unique 
cultural event. 

⁃ Despite rapidly changing views of residents and riders towards the waste, there is a lack of throw alternatives 
and best practices in use. Krewe’s are unable to lead by example which has stagnated progress towards a 
greener Mardi Gras. 
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RECYCLING - 2019 RECAP
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Summary: Entergy, Grounds Krewe, Urban Conservancy and ARC of GNO worked together to provide “on the 
route” recycling services for the Muses and Thoth parade days. 2 types of bags were passed out before the parades 
to members of the public to fill with unwanted throws and cans/plastic bottles. At the end of the parade the bags 
could be left on the street for volunteers and workers to collect in trucks and transfer to recycling facilities.

Poor weather and parade cancelations effected the Muses effort, but the Thoth effort proved to be a great success 
with just under 7,000 pounds of throws collected and 6,000 cans and bottles. It was by far the most successful 
recycling day Carnival season has ever seen. Volunteer, public and media response was extremely positive.

Volunteer Recruitment & Response: Volunteer response for both events was very positive. Volunteers were from 
Entergy, friends of Grounds Krewe and Urban Conservancy. Youth Empowerment workers were hired for bag pick up 
effort and reported positive experience as well. Crowd interaction when passing bags was welcoming and 
appreciative. 

“I really enjoyed the opportunity and am happy to help next year“ - Laura Plante, Entergy.

Partner Response: ArcGNO was understanding about the weather challenges/results from the Muses effort and very 
pleased with the results from Thoth Sunday. They agreed that results proved that an “on the route” program could 
be both efficient and effective. A follow up meeting was conducted with Grounds Krewe and ArcGNO staff to talk 
about goal for next year and the possibility of expansion. There was particular interest in how the Grounds Krewe 
effort was different than the YLC effort (the other organization they partnered with in 2019). ArcGNO found Entergy/
Grounds Krewe results were more successful and they wanted to know what explained the greater success.

Media Coverage: Media coverage leading up to the recycling effort helped inform the public. TV appearances were 
made on WWL & WDSU. WDSU appearance was hours before the Thoth program took place and many people on 
the route were made aware by it. NOLA.com shadowed the Thoth effort with a videographer. Follow up articles were 
written about the collection effort in the Times Picayune and Advocate. A follow up interview was conducted on 
March 29th for a larger nola.com piece about waste management in New Orleans. The piece, which was going to 
detail the Entergy/Grounds Krewe initiative, is now in limbo due to the sale of the Times Picayune to the Advocate.
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RECYCLING - 2020 OPTIONS
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Summary: Grounds Krewe and ARC of GNO have both expressed interest in expanding the “on the route” recycling 
program to all 4 uptown day parades for 2020. If a decision is made to keep the program only with the existing 2 
parades, the physical area in which the recycling effort happens could be expanded to reach a wider audience. For 
maximum impact 4 parades could be covered over an expanded area. Any version of the effort will require early 
planning, significant volunteer recruitment and the enrollment of hired staff to cover needs.

Potential Parade Days:

⁃ Saturday February 15th - Ponchatrain, Choctaw & Freret

⁃ Sunday February 16th - Femme Fatale, Carrollton, King Arthur, Alla

⁃ Saturday February 22nd - Iris, Tucks

⁃ Sunday February 23nd - Okeanos, Mid City, Thoth

Considerations: 

⁃ Day parades only. Alternate methods such as ‘throw back float’ needed for recycling during evening parades.

⁃ Potential collaboration with the YLC recycling program must be discussed. Meeting planned for late June.

⁃ Some questions remain to be answered about the future of disposable waste recycling in Orleans Parish.

Improvements & Modifications: 

⁃ Earlier passing of bags and larger area - helps account for schedule changes due to weather and growing 
popularity of program.

⁃ Partnering with businesses to distribute bags and act as drop off - will help grow and streamline effort.

⁃ “Free” recycling bags - public sometimes confused about whether we are selling something or not.

⁃ Audio cues - green bikes provided great visual cue, but sound or recording during bag passing and pick up 
that alerts crowd would help

⁃ Further emphasis on hired workers - volunteer recruitment is great for PR, but not as reliable. Expansion of 
program requires more labor.

staffing option

Krewe of Iris Krewe of Thoth

Femme FataleKrewe of Freret
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SUSTAINABLE THROW MARKETPLACE
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Summary: Grounds Krewe is in the process of developing a sustainable throw marketplace that will connect forward 
thinking parade riders to eco-friendly and locally made Mardi Gras throws. The market place will showcase products 
designed and by Grounds Krewe, as well as other local throw vendors. Sales will help support the express mission of 
the nonprofit and fund year round waste reduction programs.

Business Model: 

⁃ Non-profit model is critical to gaining market share.

⁃ Allows individuals and organizations who aren’t buying throws to support marketplace mission in order to keep 
costs as low as possible for consumers.

⁃ Allows for more transparency, which will encourage buy-in from Krewes, riders and product suppliers.

Revenue Potential of Throw Sales: 

⁃ Between 25-45 million pounds of plastic beads imported each year.

⁃ ~$32mil in throw sales happening each year in Orleans Parish alone.

⁃ Throws could be sold outside of Mardi Gras - other parades, events and locations.

Displacement of Market Problem:

⁃ Most commonly thrown items are non functional and meant to be disposable. 

⁃ Plastic items stay in streets, trees, neutral grounds and storm drains without breaking down.

⁃ Made in China - low quality materials and poor labor practices.

⁃ Health and toxicity hazards - high lead content.

⁃ Design aesthetic that has hardly changed over time.

Market Demand for Alternatives:

⁃ Products made from renewable/biodegradable/recycled materials and by fair labor practices. 

⁃ Functional or consumable throws that and never meant to be disposable. Throws come in minimal packaging.

⁃ Modern, clean, understated designs meant for everyday use at any time or setting.

⁃ Throws that promote local culture, business and iconography.

Most of the waste 
produced during 
Mardi Gras is 
unwanted and 
unnecessary. 
Throws quantities 
have risen resulting 
in items that have 
little value and 
most come in 
significant amounts 
of unneeded 
packaging.

waste360.com

odyssey online

Chinese beads 
typically have lead 
content hundreds 
of times higher than 
standards allow for. 
This poses a health 
and safety risk to 
the parade going 
public and local 
ecosystems.

mardi gras: made in china

Almost all throws 
production 
happens in China 
where working 
conditions and 
wages are poor. 
Throws are made 
from plastic and 
other low grade 
materials and are 
designed to be 
disposable.

https://www.groundskrewe.org/about-catalog
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MARKET ANALYSIS
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Summary: The Mardi Gras throws industry, which has annual sales in the millions of dollars, is on the cusp of a major 
transformation away from low value, disposable, imported goods towards more sustainable and locally made options. 
Leaders in this transformation will tap into a market of rapidly growing demand. The non profit sales model, which 
Grounds Krewe intends to deploy, will be the best way to help customers buy into the cost differences required of 
higher quality throws. The market will allow considerable leeway in the promotion of these products as they are 
meant to help solve a problem and displace a market filled almost exclusively with poor options.

Market Opportunity: 

⁃ 32 parading “float and throw” Krewes in Orleans parish during carnival season with an average ridership of 
~1,000 riders. Average of ~$1,000 spent on throw packages. Total throw market ~32 million.

⁃ Significant media and rider reporting on a desire to move away from imported, plastic beads. 

⁃ Growth expected when riders band together and lead by example with the intent of letting others follow.

Target Market:

⁃ Year round New Orleans resident riders - all Krewes.

⁃ First weekend Krewes with mostly local ridership - Phunny Phorty, Oshun, Cleopatra, Freret, Femme Fatale.

⁃ All female Krewes - Muses, Iris. Marigny parades and walking Krewes.

⁃ High profile riders, celebrity riders and Mardi Gras culture influencers.

Aligned Businesses: 

⁃ Arc GNO - recycled throws from previous years - predominately plastic beads - low throw value/interest

⁃ Atlas Handmade Beads - recycled paper beads from Africa - high cost - production hard to scale

⁃ Bayou Throws - locally assembled and affordable beads made from plastic that can be recycled.

⁃ Chee Wees - consumable throws - branded, non customizable, high sugar/fat candies and chips only.

Potential Obstacles: 

⁃ Krewe leadership might feel as though outside sales to their riders threatens the current funding system for 
their parade.

⁃ Marketplace throws concepts potentially replicated by Krewe’s and existing throw suppliers.

major throw importer/distribution companies

Atlas

current sustainable throw options consumable

recycled

hand made
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Summary: Grounds Krewe is currently in the research and development phase of establishing a 
sustainable throw catalog and online marketplace . Products are being designed, prototyped and vetted 
for cost and viability. The next phase of development will entail conducting meetings with riders to 
gauge interest, establish supplier connections/partnerships, copyright/trademark designs and explore 
legal issues and insurance requirements. Grounds Krewe hopes to start taking orders by end of summer 
and through the end of year when focus will turn to fulfilling and delivering orders.

Online Marketplace:

⁃ Grounds Krewe will use an online marketplace to gauge interest in products, receive feedback, 
present and sell a constantly changing inventory of goods.

⁃ Order will be taken until end of year and then assembled in the final weeks and months before 
Mardi Gras season.

Grounds Krewe Sustainable Throw Line:

⁃ Consumable line focus on Louisiana staple food products that are unique and cost effective. 

⁃ Most items will have the option of customizable Krewe names and designs.

⁃ All items will be satisfactory throwing weights and sizes. Nothing heavy, dangerous or bulky.

⁃ Modern, clean, understated designs meant for everyday use at any time or setting.

⁃ Items for all audiences including adults, kids and even pets.

3rd Party Vendors:

⁃ Grounds Krewe will seek out other throw makers and vendors for inclusion in marketplace.

⁃ Emphasis will be given to local businesses or those that are creating sustainable products only.

Immediate Funding Needs:

⁃ Design and prototyping costs.

⁃ Legal consultation concerning product sales, indemnity and licensing.

⁃ Design patent and trademark consultation and applications.

⁃ Insurance, banking and online transaction platforms.

⁃ Non-profit operating costs.

GK Waste Prevention & Reduction Opportunity
grounds krewe online marketplace (link)

https://www.groundskrewe.org/about-catalog
https://www.groundskrewe.org/about-catalog
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Summary: Grounds Krewe will continue to broaden the scope and size of its sustainable throw efforts 
for years to come with a focus on the following areas:

“Throws Worth Catching” Accelerator Program:

⁃ Sponsorship funding/impact mechanism to help facilitate the widest and fastest adoption 

sustainable Mardi Gras throws by keeping costs to the purchases as low as possible. 

⁃ Option to augment orders with additional items - “with the purchase of 50 throws, Entergy will 

supply and additional 10 at no additional cost..” Program capped at determined $ value (see 

financial support).

⁃ Option to help subsidizing throw costs - “To help promote, sustainable throws and Louisiana 

business, Entergy has helped deduct $.10 from the cost of each throw”. Program capped at 

determined $ value (see financial support).

Sustainable Mardi Gras Bead:

⁃ Compostable pulp based bead. 

⁃ Focus on Louisiana sugarcane bagasse as raw material.

⁃ Automated, molded on thread production.

Benefit Throws:

⁃ Throws who’s purchase will benefit a local ordination or cause. 4 Ocean model.

⁃ “Give where you live”.

International Co-operatives:

⁃ Throws sourced from organizations in the developing world meant to foster economic 

opportunities, especially for women.

⁃ Unique and/or rotating partnerships with Krewes and countries.

GK Waste Prevention & Reduction Opportunity

Agape North works with many businesses, non-profits, universities, schools, and 
churches to allow their custom apparel orders to make an impact in schools in their 
community. It’s a simple concept: Buy your organization’s custom t-shirts, polos, 
outerwear, and other apparel items from Agape North and impact students in your 
local community, or internationally, at the same time.

recycled paper pulp bead prototype (under development)

+ +
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"FUTURE OF MARDI GRAS" EXPO
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Summary: Grounds Krewe hopes to organize and host an annual event that will connect marching Krewes, float riders 
and parade organizers to local vendors of Mardi Gras goods and services. The event will promote the idea of bringing 
Mardi Gras back home to Louisiana and will encourage attendees to “think globally, throw locally”. The expo concept 
is based on a component of a forum planned by Grounds Krewe and the Urban Conservancy in 2018 that was 
attended by over 300 members of the community. 

Expo Details: 

⁃ Possible venues - Mardi Gras World, Urban South, Lafayette Square.

⁃ Vendor Tables - small tables/booths provided by sponsor or for a small fee to vendor.

⁃ Throw Drive - attendees bring beads and throws for ARC GNO recycling.

⁃ Costume Swap - attendees encouraged to bring costumes to exchange with one another or sell.

⁃ Throw Design Competition - attendees or schools submit sustainable throw ideas for competition and prize.

⁃ Food & Beverage - Jambalaya Girl, Camelia red beans, Urban South.

⁃ Music - band or DJ.

Potential Expo Organizations: 

⁃ NOLA Craft Culture, Elektra Cosmetics, New Orleans Costume Center, Atlas Hand Made Beads, ARC of GNO, 
Stay Local!, Bayou Throws, NOLA Ready, Throw Me Something Green, Uptown Costume & Dance wear, Miss 
Claudia’s Vintage Clothing & Costumes, Southern Costume Company etc.

Promotion:

⁃ Grounds Krewe mailing list, social media, press releases.

Sponsorship:

⁃ Corporate sponsor mention in all press releases and promotion. “Hosted by Grounds Krewe and Entergy…”

⁃ Corporate sponsor logos and banners throughout venue.

nola.com covers 2018 expo
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FINANCIAL SUPPORT

Summary: Grounds Krewe plans to support non-profit operations through several 
funding streams. Product sales and corporate sponsorship are identified as the 
best opportunities to launch operations and gain the qualifications necessary to 
seek out a variety of mid to long term revenue sources. 

Product Sales:

⁃ Sales of sustainable throw products through online marketplace and meetings.

Grants:

⁃ Keep Louisiana Beautiful - Healthy Communities Grant

⁃ Louisiana Office of Tourism

⁃ EPA - Sustainable Communities Smart Growth Program

⁃ The Frost Foundation - Innovative Organizations in Louisiana and New Mexico 

⁃ Kresge Foundation

⁃ Selley Foundation

⁃ Harrah’s Casino Community Support Grant Program

Private Donors:

⁃ William Goldring

Philanthropic:

⁃ Rex - Pro Bono Publica Foundation

⁃ Muses - The Muses Foundation

⁃ Hermes - Beyond the Parade

Corporate Sponsorship:

⁃ Entergy Corporation 

⁃ Chevron Corporation

⁃ Cox Communications

Entergy Corporation Sponsorship Options for Mardi Gras 2020: Grounds Krewe seeks to work again with 
Entergy Co. to develop the “on the route” recycling program, help seed and grow the sustainable throw 
marketplace and host the Future of Mardi Gras expo. Options for funding assistance include:

Level 1 Funding $20,000:
$12,000 for recycling effort to cover 2 day parades in 2020. Same time and program area as 2019. Entergy logo on disposable 
waste recycling bags, safety vests, vehicles and mention as primary sponsor in all media relations.

$8,000 in development funds for Sustainable Throw Marketplace. Entergy logo on “About Marketplace” page and mention as 
primary sponsor in all media relations for 6 months.

Level 2 Funding - $60,000:
$20,000 for recycling effort to cover 4 day parades in 2020. Same program area as 2019. Entergy logo on disposable waste 
recycling bags, safety vests, vehicles and mention as primary sponsor in all media relations.

$15,000 in development funds for Sustainable Throw Marketplace. Entergy logo on “About Marketplace” page and mention as 
primary sponsor in all media relations for 12 months.

$5,000 for the Future of Mardi Gras Expo. Entergy logo on all media and invites related to event. Banner at event. Mention as 
primary sponsor in all media relations.

$20,000 for “Throws Worth Catching” accelerator program. Marketplace page outlining program details and impact goals made 
possible with support from Entergy.

Level 3 Funding - $80,000:
$21,605 for recycling effort to cover 4 day parades in 2020. Fully expanded time and program area. Entergy logo on disposable 
waste recycling bags, safety vests, vehicles and mention as primary sponsor in all media relations.

$18,865 in in development funds for Sustainable Throw Marketplace. Entergy logo on “About Marketplace” page and mention as 
primary sponsor for 18 months.

$9,530 for the Future of Mardi Gras Expo. Entergy logo on all media and invites related to event. Banner at event. Mention as 
primary sponsor in all media relations.

$30,000 for “Throws Worth Catching” accelerator program. Marketplace page outlining program details and impact goals made 
possible with support from Entergy. 

$0 All marketplace sales receipts with Entergy logo. 500 Entergy branded, Happy Mardi Gras 100% recycled plastic, BPA free, 
Made in USA gift cups for expo and office (see next page).



Entergy Recycled Mardi Gras Cup


